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THEMES PASSAGES Levels

Valentine’s 

Day

1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E

Groundhog 

Day

1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E

Friendship
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

Space
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

Transportation
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E
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We see the burrow.    We see the hole.

We see the groundhog. We see the shadow. 

||||||||||||||||||||

① What do they see?

Groundhog Day
NameA

the groundhog    the mouse    the squirrel

the ground the shadow
② What do they see?
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||||||||||||||||||||
Groundhog Day

Name

We see the burrow.

We see the hole.

We see the groundhog.

He sees the ground.

We see his shadow. 

B

① What do they see?

the shadow    the grass

② Retell the story. Who did you tell? 
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||||||||||||||||||||
Groundhog Day

Name

Where is the groundhog?

He is asleep.

Where is the groundhog? 

We call him.

Where is the groundhog?

He comes up. 

What does the groundhog see?

He sees his shadow! 

C
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① What was the groundhog doing?

He was asleep.      He was swimming.

② What does the groundhog see?

grass kids his shadow



||||||||||||||||||||
Groundhog’s Shadow

Name

It is Groundhog Day. Jess and 

Zack visit their friend. He is a

groundhog. They find his hole. “Are you 

there, groundhog?” they ask. “I am here,” 

he says. He comes up. “It is Groundhog 

Day,” they say. The groundhog looks at the 

ground. He sees his shadow. “It is still 

winter,” he says. 

D

① Why do they find the groundhog?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What does the groundhog see?
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○ the ground ○ his shadow



“Let’s go find the groundhog,” Zack said 

to Jess. They walked to his hole. “Groundhog, 

are you down there?” they called. “Yes,” he 

said. “Please come up to see us,” Zack said. 

The groundhog came out of the hole. “Hello, Jess and Zack. Why 

did you wake me up?” he asked. “It is Groundhog Day!” Jess told 

him. “That is my favorite day!” he said. “Do you see my shadow?” 

They did. “It is still winter,” the groundhog said. 

||||||||||||||||||||Groundhog Day NameCE

① Why does the groundhog say that it is still winter?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What was the groundhog doing? ○ sleeping ○ playing
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There is a hole.   There is a tunnel. 

There is a den. There is a groundhog. 

||||||||||||||||||||

① How do you get to the burrow?

Bats Have

NameA

stairs a tunnel        a door 

a mouse a squirrel     a groundhog

② What lives in the burrow?
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○ hole   ○ tunnel   ○ den   ○ groundhog

Vocabulary

There Is a Groundhog



The Burrow

||||||||||||||||||||Name

There is a hole.

There is a tunnel.

There is a den.

There is a nest.

There is a groundhog burrow. 

B

① What is in the burrow?
a tunnel a nest both

② Retell the text. Who did you tell? 
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○ hole   ○ tunnel   ○ burrow   ○ groundhog   
Vocabulary



||||||||||||||||||||

The Burrow

Name

There is a hole. 
It has a tunnel. 
There is a den. 
It has a nest. 
There is a groundhog. 
It wakes up. It comes out. 
Will it see a shadow? 

C
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① What does the burrow have?
a door       a nest        a ladder

② What does the groundhog do?
comes out goes to sleep

○ hole  ○ tunnel  ○ den  ○ groundhog  ○ shadow
Vocabulary



||||||||||||||||||||

Burrows

Name

Groundhogs are animals. They 
live under the ground. They are 
good at digging. They dig down in the dirt to 
make holes. They dig long tunnels. They dig 
dens. They make nests in the dens. 
Groundhogs dig many rooms. The rooms are 
all connected by tunnels. A groundhog’s home 
is called a burrow. 

① What is in a burrow?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② Where do groundhogs live?
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○ underground ○ in burrows    ○ both

D
○ ground  ○ hole  ○ tunnel  ○ connected  ○ burrow

Vocabulary



Groundhogs are small animals. They live under

the ground. They make their homes by digging. 

They enter their burrows through holes in the 

ground. There are many tunnels that connect 

all of the rooms. They sleep in nests in their dens. Groundhogs 

hibernate in the winter. They come out when it gets warmer. If a 

groundhog sees its shadow, it will go back into its den. 
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||||||||||||||||||||Burrows NameCE

①What does a groundhog do when it gets warmer?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
②How do groundhogs make their homes? ○ by crawling   ○ by digging

Vocabulary ○ burrow  ○ tunnel  ○ connect  ○ hibernate ○ shadow




